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ABSTRACT

Skolem[1] observed that the n-tuple was not ‘defined in a
suitable way’. Thus, using the n-tuple to model records as
operands could produce ‘unsuitable’ results. For example:
< a, b > ∩ < a, c >=< a, a > is not the expected behavior
for determining the common component of two records,
Since records are a common form of representing data and
since n-tuples are a conceptually convenient representation
for records, the only reasonable approach seemed to be to
discover a suitable definition for n-tuples.

Traditional I/O technology is based on the storage and
retrieval of records, records that are physically preserved in
storage. Set processing I/O technology is based on the
exchange of collections (sets) of records, records which may
or may not physically exist in storage.
Given the advances in hardware platforms, set processing
I/O technology can offer one to three orders of magnitude
better system performance than traditional I/O technology.

2.1

1. INTRODUCTION

Extensions to CST

The initial exploration into defining n-tuples so as to
behave as expected, resulted in a very convoluted mutilation
of classical set theory (CST). The results were not pretty,
but they worked.
Worked in this context means that the use of the extended
definitions of n-tuple give results that are expected. The
intersection of < a, b > with < a, c > gives < a >, as it
should. The intersection of < a, b, c > with < x, b, y > gives
<, b, >, which is certainly an improvement over a null result.

Traditional I/O technology, initially developed in the ’70s,
was never intended for massively parallel I/O access to big
data environments. There is a need today for an alternate
I/O technology specifically intended to support massively
parallel access to big data environments.
Instead of using application dependent organizations of
data in storage to support the specific access needs of each
individual application, an alternation would decouple all
storage from all application needs and supply applications
with relevant data as needed, when it is needed, and in the
appropriate form as needed for each application.
This proposed structural disconnect between applications
and storage is indeed antithetical to current practice and
requires an explanation as to how data would be exchanged.
Data would be exchanged based on data relevance instead of
on data location. Data relevance would be conveyed through
a mathematical interface between applications and storage.
Such an interface requires three parts: a mathematical
description of physically stored data, well-defined operations
to manipulate and access the stored data representations,
and a mapping strategy for equating physical application
data with abstract mathematical definitions.
This paper will describe a mathematical interface between
applications and storage based solely on data defined in
terms of set-theoretic membership conditions.

2.2

STDS & MICRO

Given the extended ‘more suitable’ definition of n-tuples
it seemed feasible to use extended n-tuples as a primitive
construct for implementing a data structure.
The MICRO[7] project at the University of Michigan was
established to implement a data analysis capability based
on storing and accessing all record data as mathematically
well-defined collections of n-tuples.

MICRO

SETS

STDS

Figure 1: MICRO/STDS Set Accessing I/O Interface.

The resultant MICRO DBMS architecture consisted of
two components: a user-friendly front-end language that
accepted application queries phrased in constrained English,
and a set-theoretic data structure (STDS) backend that
stored all data as well defined set-theoretic collections of
extended n-tuples. The key feature of this architecture was
in how the two components communicated.

2. SET-THEORETIC DATA STRUCTURES
In 1968 a paper[3] was published extolling the idea that
data, physically stored as well-defined mathematical objects,
could then be manipulated and accessed by a small collection
of mathematical operations. The idea of treating data as a
mathematical operand was not new[2], but the approach was.
The reasonable approach to modeling objects of any kind
was to use classical set theory as a base. However in 1957

2.3

Set Accessing I/O

The application component and the storage component
of the MICRO DBMS communicated using set operations
and only set operations. Though possibly radical, viewed
in perspective, this approach seemed quite natural at the
time. What could provide more reliability and flexibility
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than a mathematically sound data accessing architecture?
Armed with a new (and suitable) definition for n-tuples
it was now possible to define new set operations that could
manipulate and combine sets of extended n-tuples. These
extended set processing (XSP) operations became the I/O
interface between the MICRO applications and storage.
At the time MICRO and STDS were being developed in
the early 1970s there was no formal mathematical model to
support general set-theoretic I/O architectures. The formal
foundation was a cobbled version of classical set theory,
which though mathematically sound, was too limiting.
Though working on general foundations for an extended
set theory was always a background task, it never seemed
quite necessary given the sluggish I/O capabilities of the
existing hardware platforms.

2.4

representations and storage data representations. The only
architectural requirement for a XSP/STDS architecture is
that the interface extended set processing (XSP) operations
have an explicit set-theoretic definition.

3.1

I/O Performance Potential

Today the story is quite different. The hardware advances
in disk capacity and data transfer rates have provided an I/O
performance potential that can be easily tapped by use of
parallel data access techniques. Unfortunately, traditional
I/O technologies thwart any hope of benefiting from this
I/O performance potential.
The advantages of parallel data access techniques are well
known. If one system access 10 I/O buffers serially and
another access the same I/O buffers concurrently, then the
second system is potentially an order of magnitude faster
than the first.
Since data partitioning is requisite for parallel I/O and
since partitioning is a basic operation, set-theoretic data
structures provide all the basic ingredients for massively
parallel I/O strategies.

3.2

For an architecture to support massively parallel I/O,
storage organizations have to be structurally independent
of all applications. Any reliance an application has on how
data is represented in storage, severely restricts any ability
to reorganize stored data into partitioned I/O packets.
APP
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APP

XSP OPERATIONS

STDS

Massively Parallel I/O

Since amy implementation of concurrent I/O to a large
block of data requires a partitioning of the block, then any
block of data that can not be partitioned can only be
accessed serially. Since partitioning is a basic concept of
set theory, XSP/STDS provides mathematical control over
dynamic partitioning of data and thus allows highly flexible
control over parallel I/O.
This mathematical control over I/O performance allows
developers to explore I/O performance strategies after data
has already been loaded. This is a dramatic departure from
traditional I/O technologies that require data I/O access
strategies to be determined prior to data being loaded.

SYSTEM

STDS

STDS I/O Modules

On the application side, there are two different kinds of
XSP sets: arbitrary abstract sets reflecting intrinsic data
relationships, and structured sets representing application
formatted data.
On the STDS storage side sets are tuplesets representing
structured data in storage. There is no restriction on the
physical representations of data in STDS storage. Any and
all possible data representations and organizations have an
XST formulation. Thus all currently implemented data structures can be represented in STDS storage, even indexed data
structures

3. XSP/STDS I/O ARCHITECTURES

APP

XSP Operations

Extended set processing (XSP) operations are operations
defined to manipulate sets that satisfy axioms of extended
set theory (XST)[32], These axioms differ from those of
classical set theory (CST) in a number of significant ways.
The principle contribution of XST to computing is
in being able to mathematically control the transformation
between application data representations and storage data
representations.
Since classical set theory does not support structured sets1
physical representations of data can not be well-define as settheoretic operands. XST resolves this with a definition of
tuplesets2, (see [33]).
STDS has supported commercial applications since 1972[7],
but general development of XSP/STDS implementations was
not feasible until the axiomatic foundation of XST had been
completed. This axiomatic foundation is now completed and
is available[32] for supporting general systems development.

STDS

3.4

Figure 2: XSP/STDS Application Independent I/O Architecture

XSP Technology

Traditional data management technology relies on data
structurings and data structure traversal to support optimal
data access performance. In sharp contrast XSP technology
relies on XSP operations and XSP optimization strategies
to optimally derive relevant data, and only relevant data,
from arbitrarily large collections of stored data.
The remainder of this paper will show how XSP/STDS
architectures can employ XSP operations to provide optimal

A most significant feature of a XSP/STDS architecture
is the structural separation of application representations of
data from the representations of data in storage.
Unlike traditional database architectures where stored data
is tailored to fit application data access requirements, STDS
modules are autonomous organizations of data, dynamically
restructurable to meet the data access needs of any and all
concurrently running applications.
The enabling feature for allowing structurally independent
data access is a collection of extended set theory operations
that process set transformations between application data

1
not just a suitable definition for n-tuples, but also the
ordering and duplication of elements
2
sets of n-tuple elements with matching n-tuple scopes
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port. Using forty4 I/O ports (or 40 cores as in Figure 8) a
terabyte of data can be accessed in 1.43 minutes.
Just by switching from 64 KB5 I/O buffers to 32 MB I/O
bufferers, I/O throughput can be improved by an order of
magnitude.

data delivery to any application requiring high performance
data access to large pools of stored data.

4. I/O TECHNOLOGIES
Record accessing I/O technology is based on use of data
access structures. Set processing I/O technology is based on
use of data accessing operations. It is hard to imaging any
two technologies that are more intrinsically antithetical.
Though set processing I/O technology predates[7] record
accessing[17] technology for supporting relational database
management systems, record access I/O technology is the
current industry standard. Unfortunately, the limitations of
structured data access are beginning to stress its utility3 .

4.1

4.3

I/O Throughput

For purposes of this paper only the differences between the
technologies that impact I/O performance are of interest,
where I/O performance is a measure of data throughput,
or how long it takes data required by an application to
be transfered to the application from storage. Just three
parameters control data throughput:
1) I/O buffer size,
2) percent of relevant data buffer, and
3) concurrent I/O.
Structured data access I/O technologies inhibit all three,
while set processing I/O technology offers at least an order
of magnitude performance improvement on each.

4.2
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Figure 4: Percent of Relevant Data per Transfer.

In sharp contrast to record accessing implementations, set
accessing implementations can tailor I/O buffers with nearly
100% of application relevant data.

I/O Buffer Size
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n
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1.934
3.844
7.595
14.82
28.30
51.89
88.96
138.3
191.6
237.2
269.2
288.8
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305.4

4 KB
8 KB
16 KB
32 KB
64 KB
128 KB
256 KB
512 KB
1 MB
2 MB
4 MB
8 MB
16 MB
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Since the data transfer rate (DTR) on any given platform
is a constant for both technologies, it is not of comparative
interest. And though disk latency time is also a constant for
both technologies, it is of great interest.
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Figure 5: Mapping application relevant data to application format.

Set accessing systems, already operating in commercial
environments [7], provide data transfers with 98% to 100%
relevant data, requiring virtually no data to be actively
rejected6 by an application.
It should be noted that in MICRO this performance
difference was due solely to improved relevant data capacity
and not on parallel I/O, since only one disk was involved

1 sec

4.4

Figure 3: Buffer size impact on total data accessed.

Concurrent I/O

It is not unreasonable, given the capabilities of today’s
hardware, to assume that a platform could support as many
concurrent I/Os as there were available CPU cores.
It also seems reasonable to assume that processor power
is more than sufficient for applications to keep up with I/O
data input. Then with just a 10 core platform, concurrent
I/O performance could provide an order of magnitude better
performance than an implementation limited to serial I/O.
When I/O buffer size is increased from 64 KB to 32 MB,
when relevant data content is increase from 10% to near
100%, and when 10 or more concurrent I/O streams are
employed, the accumulate system performance is improved
by over three orders of magnitude.

Since there is search overhead for locating each buffer,
minimizing the number of required buffers gives the best
access times. When large amounts of data are required, the
larger the buffer size the better the performance. Figure 3.
compares the impact of buffer size choice on the amount
of data that can be accessed in one second, given a disk
environment with a sustainable DTR of 320 MB/sec.
In Figure 3. the cost (in elapsed time) for locating buffers
to be transfered, is represented in orange. The actual data
transfered is represented in blue. For any I/O transfer buffer
under 1 MB, the system spends more time looking for data
than in transferring data. A buffer size of less than 1 MB
is clearly sub-optimal for accessing large volumes of data.
Conversely, using a 32 MB allows a system to access a
terabyte of data in less than an hour, using just one I/O
3

Relevant Data Buffers

Structured data I/O technologies currently come in two
flavors: row store records and column store records. Both
are record oriented I/O technologies that rely on indexed
data access structures, but column store implementations
provide a higher percentage of relevant data per I/O buffer.
However neither row nor column storage strategies are
very I/O efficient. A typical I/O buffer contains only 50%
of actual data[21]. Of that 50% only 5%[26] of the data
is application relevant. For column store the percentage is
generally four times better than for row store systems.

4

a number compatible with TPC-H 1TB participants.
DB2 uses 64 KB buffers, see [21] p.371
6
studies have shown that nearly 90% of an application’s
processing time is spent rejecting non-relevant data[23]
5

Vint Cerf: “It’s like 1973 for moving data around..”
3

5. SQL & XSP/STDS

6. TPC-H SYSTEMS COMPARISON

SQL is a set-theoretic language that has been wrapped
in a data access cocoon for over thirty years. The Select
statement in SQL specifies the membership condition of the
desired result. The conditions for specifying a membership
condition are based on operations defined by the Relational
Data Model, RDM, published 1n 1970 by E. F. Codd[5].
The RDM defines logical operations applied to logical
operands. Since both operations and operands are logical,
there is no issue of performance involved to influence the
number nor order of operations. Nor is there any issue of
performance with the size of any logical operands involved.
Just because implementors disregarded data independence,
does not mean that they had to. In fact, the MICRO[7]
DBMS provided a set-theoretic I/O interface between
applications and storage. Thus ensuring the highest form
of application independence.

Given a platform with n-CORES and assuming enough
processing power to keep up with I/O throughput, a lower
bound on system performance can be established by the
time it takes to fully load all relevant data and to execute
applications of interest.
Using the TPC-H results8 for data loading and Query 9
execution times for 10,000 GB of data, a hypothetical
I/O performance comparison can be made between actual
results and those possible by utilizing I/O throughput.

SQL

XSP

TPC-H
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System

Data Load

Query 9

TET

32-CORES
40-CORES
64-CORES

104.78 sec
83.83 sec
52.39 sec

10.48 sec
8.39 sec
5.24 sec

1.93 min
1.54 min
0.96 min

1.38 hrs
21.07 hrs
0.82 hrs

93.4 sec
162.2 sec
500.7 sec

1.41 hrs
21.12 hrs
0.96 hrs

Oracle(32)
Microsoft(40)
DB2(64)

STDS

1000GB

Figure 9: Optimal I/O vs. Actual Indexed I/O

The above table shows actual Load, Query 9, and TET
calculations for three commercially available products, all
executing the same query on the same input data. Since
real commercial installations are using computers to gain a
competitive advantage, the real cost to a business is not the
cost of equipment but the cost of lost business. Spending two
or three million more dollars in three years on equipment to
save from losing two or three million dollars a quarter is of
more interest to business than a geometric mean of queries
per hour. Only one real issue faces businessmen concerned
with competitive advantage, the total elapsed time, TET,
required to keep ahead of the competition.
It should be noted that the hypothetical results in Figure 9
are based solely on concurrent I/O and not on increased
buffer size nor on high relevance of application data. Thus,
the Q9 results can be improved and with fewer cores.

Figure 6: SQL Set-Membership Interface with XSP/STDS

Since all SQL implementations are built on a set-theoretic
data specification model, there is no reason this specification
could not be intercepted before being neutered by traditional
data access strategies.

5.1

SQL Performance Comparisons

Set-accessing architectures can typically provide one to
two orders of magnitude better performance than row-store
architectures. A case in point is a performance comparison
between row-store IBM and Oracle products and a set-access
implementation, iXSP.
The comparison[19] was made on a very small7 , single
CPU, single disk platform. Query was an SQL 5-way join
on three different database sizes (1 GB, 2 GB, and 4 GB)
each containing eight separate tables.
iXSP
IBM
Oracle

5m

15m

7. CONCLUSION
32m
30m
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Given the advances in hardware platforms, set processing
I/O technology can offer one to three orders of magnitude
better system performance than traditional I/O technology.
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Figure 7: Average Load Time per Gigabyte.
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